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Chapterr 6 

Reflectingg boundaries 

6.11 Introduction 
Inn Chapter 4 we described the coordinate Bethe Ansatz, due to Widom [86], for 
thee square^triangle tiling with periodic boundary conditions. It is based on the 
rectangularr domain-wall structure exhibited by the model in its square phase. The 
referencee state of the Bethe Ansatz consists of squares of a certain orientation. 
Thee walls, made up of triangles, that separate domains consisting of reference-state 
squaress are viewed as world lines of particles. In Chapter 5 we described a coordinate 
Bethee Ansatz for a model of triangular trimers on the triangular lattice, also with 
periodicc boundary conditions. It is based on the hexagonal domain-wall structure 
off  the model. The reference state consists of trimers on a certain sub-lattice. The 
worldd lines of the particles form a honeycomb network of walls between hexagonal 
domainss of reference-state trimers. Both for the square-triangle tiling and for the 
trimerr model the Bethe Ansatz features particles of two types, namely left-movers 
andd right-movers. The number of particles of each type is a conserved quantity. 
Theree is a left-right symmetry between the two particle types. Moreover, the two 
particlee types are treated symmetrically in the Bethe Ansatz. It should be noted 
thatt models with two equivalent types of particles may also admit a nested Bethe 
Ansatz,, where the two types play non-equivalent roles. For example, a nested Bethe 
Ansatzz for the square-triangle tiling can be found in [40]. 

Thee aim of this chapter is to modify the Bethe Ansatz for these two models 
too the case of systems with boundaries. The starting point is to use the same 
choicee of reference state and particles as for periodic boundary conditions. Then 
thee model is given reflecting boundaries. By the term "reflecting" we mean that 
aa left-mover that reaches the left boundary is converted into a right-mover, and 
vicee versa for the right boundary. In particular, particles cannot enter or leave the 
systemm at the boundaries. Obviously, the number of particles of each type is then 
noo longer conserved. However, because no particles are created or annihilated at 
thee boundaries, the total number of left-movers and right-movers together is still a 
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conservedd quantity. If this were not the case, a Bethe Ansatz based on this choice 
off  vacuum and particles would be beyond hope. The Bethe Ansatz for reflecting 
boundariess also relies on the symmetric treatment of the two particle types in the 
periodic-boundaryy Bethe Ansatz on which it is based. 

Thee solution follows the same steps as described in Chapter 5 for the trimer model 
withh periodic boundary conditions. The transfer matrix is diagonalised by means of 
aa coordinate Bethe Ansatz. This is done first for the case that the system contains 
onlyy one particle, then for the two-particle sector and finally for an arbitrary particle 
number.. From this the Bethe Ansatz equation is derived which can be turned into 
ann integral equation for the ground state in the thermodynamic limit . This integral 
equationn can be solved by the monodromy method of Kalugin [54]. 

Ass sketched in Section 4.4, the coordinate Bethe Ansatz for the square-triangle 
tilin gg (with periodic boundary conditions) is connected to the Yang Baxter equation 
forr the A2 vertex model [43]. When the local weights of a model admit a solution 
too the Yang-Baxter equation (and the inversion relation), the transfer matrix of 
thee model with periodic boundary conditions belongs to a (parametrised) family of 
commutingg transfer matrices [8, 10]. The boundary counterpart of the Yang Baxter 
equationn is the reflection equation [23]. Together with the Yang Baxter equation 
(andd the inversion relation), this equation implies that the (double-row) transfer 
matrixx of the model with boundaries belongs to a commuting family [79, 13]. We 
shalll  present a solution to the reflection equations for the square-triangle tiling that 
containss some cases of the boundary conditions of our coordinate Bethe Ansatz. 

6.22 Square-tr iangle tilin g 

6.2.11 Outline 

Inn this section the coordinate Bethe Ansatz for periodic boundary conditions, de-
scribedd in Section 4.3, is adapted to reflecting boundaries. First the precise boundary 
conditionss have to be specified. A set of boundary tiles is found that enables the 
reflectionn of particles, but prevents particles from leaving or entering the system at 
thee boundary. Then the reference state is described and the reduced transfer ma-
trixx is defined. A Bethe Ansatz for this transfer matrix is obtained in a number of 
steps.. Firstly, a single particle at the left boundary is studied. Secondly, the solu-
tionn to this one-particle one-boundary problem is combined with the many-particle 
periodic-boundaryy Bethe Ansatz from Subsection 4.3.3 to produce a solution for 
twoo particles at the left boundary. Thirdly, this solution is easily generalised to an 
arbitraryy number of particles. The solution for an arbitrary number of particles at 
thee right boundary follows by symmetry. Finally, this left-boundary eigenfunction 
andd this right-boundary eigenfunction are combined to an eigenfunction for the sys-
temm with reflecting boundaries on both sides. The Bethe Ansatz equation arises 
ass a consistency condition on this eigenfunction. Like the Bethe Ansatz equations 
forr the model with periodic boundary conditions, it can be turned into an integral 
equationn in the thermodynamic limit , but we shall not perform that task. 
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Figuree 6.1: The triangular lattice with left and right boundaries for (a) integer 
systemm size and (b) half-integer system size. There are two types of boundary faces. 
Ann obtuse triangle always corresponds to a triangular boundary tile or tile part in 
thee square-triangle tiling, whereas a thin bar can also correspond to a single edge. 

6.2.22 Boundary tiles 
Inn Section 4.2 a representation of the square-triangle tiling as a model with spin 
variabless living on the edges of the triangular lattice was given. A coordinate Bethe 
Ansatzz for this model with periodic boundary conditions (in the horizontal direc-
tion)) was described in Section 4.3. We want to find a modification of this Bethe 
Ansatzz for reflecting boundary conditions. The same lattice representation of the 
square-trianglee tiling is retained; the triangular lattice with boundaries is shown in 
Figuree 6.1. The equilateral triangles in this figure have precisely the same allowed 
edgee label configurations and the same weights as in the periodic-boundary case. 
Inn particular, such a face corresponds to a triangular shape in the square-triangle 
tilingg that is either a whole equilateral-triangle tile or half a square tile. 

Wee now describe the tiles at the left boundary; the situation for the right bound-
aryy follows by symmetry. An obtuse triangle in Figure 6.1, whose long edge lies on 
thee left boundary, corresponds to a triangular shape at the boundary of the square-
trianglee tiling. This shape can be a whole boundary tile or only a part of a boundary 
tile.. In the latter case, the tile is completed by adding half a square tile (or two). 
Figuree 6.2(a) lists the nine possible edge labellings of an obtuse-triangle face and 
thee corresponding shapes in the square-triangle tiling. 

Att the boundary of the square-triangle tiling there can be triangular tiles or tile 
partss that are so highly acute-angled that their two longer sides are both mapped 
too a horizontal edge in the lattice representation. In Figure 6.1 this horizontal edge 
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hass been expanded to a thin bar. The shapes corresponding to the nine possible 
edgee labellings of such a bar are shown in Figure 6.2(b). Three of them are genuine 
boundaryy tiles or tile parts, with positive area; another three have zero area and 
aree simply edges; the remaining three have negative area, and will no longer be 
considered. . 

Thee boundary face |+ accommodates the reference state, where all horizontal 
edges,, including those of the thin bars at the boundary, are labelled 0. It is not 
difficul tt to verify that the boundary faces [;, [+ [2, \°0 and ; conserve the total number 
off  particles, whereas | + [° and -° make a particle disappear from the system and [l , [2 
andd " make a particle appear in the system at the boundary. In order to get a model 
thatt admits a Bethe Ansatz solution we must exclude all edge labellings of boundary 
facess that violate particle-number conservation. Note that these are precisely the 
labelledd faces whose corresponding tile or tile part in the square triangle tiling does 
nott have an exactly vertical left edge. There remain five edge labellings of the 
obtuse-trianglee face and one edge labelling of the thin-bar face. Three of these faces 
correspondd to a whole triangular boundary tile in the square-triangle tiling while 
thee other three correspond to only a triangular part of a boundary tile. The six 
completedd boundary tiles are shown in Figure 6.3. 

Forr each boundary face \bc define the reduced weight, which is its weight relative 
too that of the reference-state tile, 

Forr the bulk faces the reduced weights are defined in (4.1) and (4.2). It wil l turn out 
too be convenient to introduce the following special combinations of reduced weights: 

^ ) u , ( 0 > ) ^ m m 

™([>(0->(VMVM---) --
Thee weight w(f) wil l be denoted bh for short. Analogously for the right boundary 
wee define dt, d0, d°, d[j and dh-

6.2.33 Reduced transfer matrix 
Considerr the lattice representation of the square-triangle tiling with boundaries 
describedd in the previous subsection. Let the left boundary be at x = 0 and the right 
boundaryy at x = L. In defining a transfer matrix for this model, a complication 
arisess because the faces () (and their right-boundary analogues) extend over two 
lattice-layers.. One way to resolve this is to split each face \bc into L

a
b and fc. The 

statee variable a on the common edge of  L and v takes five different values, one for 
eachh of the five admitted labellings of | . The right boundary is treated analogously. 
Wee choose another solution, namely the usage of a double transfer matrix T2 for 
thee two lattice layers depicted in Figure 6.4. A drawback of this approach is that 

KK = 
bb00 = 

h°h° -°oo — 
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(a) ) 

+ + 

00 0 
>> i > 

(b) )  >  >  > 
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+ + 
+ + 

+ + D> > 

Figuree 6.2: The lattice in Figure 6.1 has two types of faces at each boundary, viz. 
ann obtuse triangle and a thin bar. Each of these has nine possible edge labellings, 
shownn here for the left boundary, (a) The edge labellings of the obtuse triangle all 
correspondd to triangular boundary tiles or tile parts in the square-triangle tiling, 
(b)) In three labellings of the thin bar the edge in the square-triangle tiling that 
correspondss to the top edge of the thin bar lies below the edge corresponding to 
itss bottom edge; these "negative-area triangles" are shown shaded. There are three 
labellingss where the top edge and the bottom edge bear the same label; the bar then 
correspondss to a single edge (or "zero-area triangle") in the square-triangle tiling. 
Thee remaining three labellings of the thin bar correspond to genuine triangular 
boundaryy tiles or tile parts. 
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Figuree 6.3: The tiles found for the left boundary of the square-triangle tiling that 
conservee the total number of BA particles. 

Figuree 6.4: Because an obtuse-triangle boundary face extends over two lattice layers, 
aa transfer matrix for a double layer is considered. This double layer contains an entire 
obtusee triangle at both the left and the right boundary. At both boundaries there 
iss also a thin-bar face at the top of the double layer. 

thee case that L is half-integer cannot be handled. The external horizontal edges of 
thee double layer are at x = | , § , . . . ,£ — \. In the reference state of the model all 
horizontall  edges have label 0. The reduced double transfer matrix is defined by 

ff22 = T2/ (m+) w^x-/)] 2 ' " 1 <i) }

Thee denominator in the RHS is the reference-state weight of the double layer of 
Figuree 6.4. Note that » and its right-boundary analogue do not correspond to 
genuinee triangular tiles but to simple edges in the square-triangle tiling, so their 
weightss are unity. 

Wee have chosen to put the thin bar at the top of the double layer. Therefore the 
til ee  yields a label — for the horizontal edge at x = \. When, alternatively, the 
thinn bar is put at the bottom of the double layer, f gives label + at x = =. These 
twoo choices lead to slightly different transfer matrices. Of course fully analogous 
remarkss apply to the right boundary. 

Thee next four subsections are devoted to diagonalising the reduced transfer ma-
trix ,, that is finding functions ip that satisfy 

(f^)(a)(f^)(a)  = A2^(a) (6.1) 
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forr all states <r of a row of horizontal edges. First we ignore the right boundary, in 
otherr words, we consider equation (6.1) only for those states a where all particles 
aree away from the right boundary. This partial eigenvalue problem is solved in 
Subsectionss 6.2.4 6.2.6 for one, two, and arbitrarily many partices, respectively. By 
symmetryy a solution is obtained of the problem where the left instead of the right 
boundaryy is ignored, in other words, of equation (6.1) restricted to the states a with 
noo particles near the right boundary. The solution for the system with only a left 
boundaryy and that with only a right boundary are consistent, in the sense that the 
twoo "eigenfuctions" show the same dependence on the coordinates of the particles 
thatt are away from both boundaries. Therefore these two partial solutions can be 
combinedd to a solution of the full eigenvalue problem, that is, a function ip that 
satisfiess (6.1) for all states a. This is done in Subsection 6.2.7. 

6.2.44 One particl e 

Considerr the square-triangle tiling represented on the triangular lattice with a left 
boundaryy at x = 0, as described above. With the notation from Subsection 4.3.2, 
thee reduced double transfer matrix for the double lattice layer of Figure 6.4 is given 
by: : 

(f(f22iP)(Gy)iP)(Gy) = t2_^(Gy-l) i f j , > § , (6.2) 

(rV)(ee §) = t2_ v(e J) + (M2 + M-M© £), (6.3) 
(r2V)(ee ) = b~ ^(© i ) + b°t+ </,(© | ), (6.4) 

( fV)(©x )) = ^ ( e ^ + l ) . (6.5) 

Heree t+ and t- are combinations of reduced bulk-face weights defined in (4.3) 
andd (4.4). The solution of the eigenvalue problem f2  ̂ = A2tp is 

, ,QQ , ƒ AvW i f y > § , 
[r[r vvAAvvvvyy iiy=  i , 

^ ( 00 x) = Auu
x, 

where e 

AA22 = t2+u = tLv-\ 

rr vv = (b~ + b0^112_ v-1) [b~ + (6h + & V + b0tZ
l)t2_ v~1}  _ 1, (6.6) 

andd the amplitudes Au and Av are related by 

X 11 - Rv (6.7) 

with h 
RRvv = (t+ t^y1 [b~ + (6h + &0*; 1 + b0tZ

l)t2_ v-1} . (6.8) 
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6.2.55 Two particles 
Againn consider the square-triangle tiling represented on the triangular lattice with 
aa left boundary at x = 0. and now let there be two particles. We want to diagonalise 
thee transfer matrix by combining the solution for two particles without boundary, 
describedd in Section 4.3, with that for one particle with a reflecting boundary, derived 
inn the previous subsection. We were able to find such a solution when the weights 
satisfyy the following three conditions: 

s+ts+t++  = s-t-, (6.9) 

b°b°QQ = b 0 b ( \ (6.10) 

^^ = 0 or & ; = 0 , (6.11) 

wheree s+ and s_ are combinations of reduced bulk-face weights defined in (4.5) 
andd (4.6). The form of the eigenfunction is: 

^^ ƒ AVlV3v?v?+ AV2Vlvfvf if s/x > §, 

]^^]^^  vi
/i-vlv2

vl  v2 + i v2
/iv2v1 ^2 °\ u y 1 2' 

V>(©© xueyi) = AUlV2u^vf + AU2Vlu
x
2'v\\ (6.13) 

ƒƒ AVlU2vfu^+ AV2uy2^r i f y i> | , , . 

^{ 00 xu@x2) = AUlU2u^ux
2
2 +AU2Ulu* lux

1
2. (6.15) 

Wee shall describe the factors that make up the above eigenfunction expressions. 
Firstly,, Ui and V{ are related by 

t\ui=tt\ui=t 22_vr_vrll  (6.16) 

andd the eigenvalue is given by 

A22 = t\ uiu2 = tt vïlV2l-

Thee eigenfunction is symmetrised over ux and u2 or, equivalent̂  over v\ and v2-
(Notee that in the case of periodic boundary conditions, see Section 4.3, the u's and 
thee v's are independent sets of BA variables, which are not mixed by the symmetri-
sation.)) Secondly, the amplitudes A... are defined up to a common factor by 

X ^^ = - l ii*j),  f6-17) 

^^ = - 1 (i*j),  (6.18) 

AuiAui^  ̂ = SUiVi (i*j),  (6.19) 
4 4 

AA A 

~A~A _ ~~A ~ 
==  RVt ( W ) , (6-20) 
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wheree SUiV. is given by (4.12). The relations (6.17)-(6.19) are the same as special 
casess of (4.9)-(4.11), while (6.20) is analogous to (6.7). They imply that 

AA A A A A 
~A~A = ~A ~A A ~A = ~HviKvj^u tvJ, 

AA A A A A 
~A~A "  = ~A ~A ~A ~A = ~KviHv3buJvi' 

soo they are consistent only if 
^UiVj^UiVj — ' - 'u j t ) ,' ( 6 . ^ 1j 

Byy (4.12) and (6.16) this is equivalent to (6.9). Thirdly, rVi is given by (6.6). The 
detailss of the derivation of the above solution are given in Appendix 6.A. 

Inn terms of face weights, the condition (6.10) reads 

™(t£)«C)) = MtXI p)- (6-22) 

Thiss means that for the four faces involved, the weight can be factorised as 

wheree we have introduced the label 0 for the horizontal edge that divides each of 
thesee four faces into two. Labelling the horizontal edge dividing \~ with -=-, we can 
triviall yy factorise its weight, 

Inn this way the edge face [ , with five possible edge labellings, is split into [ and v , 
whichh each have three possible configurations: ^ ^ L" and f_, f0, f+. As opposed to [ , 
thesee edge faces do not extend over more than one lattice row, so one is now led to 
aa transfer matrix for a single lattice layer. A construction of such a transfer matrix 
wass already sketched in Subsection 6.2.3. There, however, the state of the common 
horizontall  edge of' and v could take five values, one for each possible edge labelling 
off  [ . Now only two different values are needed, thanks to the weight factorisation 
describedd above. It can be seen that these edge labels 0 and -h correspond to the 
absencee of a particle and the presence of one particle, respectively. 

6.2.66 Arbitrary particle number 

Considerr an arbitrary number n of particles in, once again, the square-triangle tiling 
withh a reflecting left boundary at x = 0. A solution to the eigenvalue problem for 
thee transfer matrix can be obtained by generalising the two-particle solution given 
inn the previous subsection. Naturally the weights must satisfy (6.9)—(6.11). The 
n-particlee eigenfunction is 

^(particlee sequence) = ^ (^v(i ) if Vi = \) A.. JJ U^ ( l ) and t^ j .J . (6.23) 
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Wee shall now describe the RHS of this equation. Number the particles in the se-
quencee from left to right 1, 2, . . ., n. Note that one index is used for the + particles 
andd the - particles. (This contrasts with the solution for periodic boundary condi-
tions,, described in Subsection 4.3.3; there the + particles and the — particles were 
numberedd separately.) The summation is over all permutations n of {1,2, . .. , n} . 
Denotee the position of particle i by Xi if it is a + particle and by yi if it is a - par-
ticle.. In the former case u ^ ^, in the latter case v^^, is associated to the particle. 
Againn ui and Vi are connected by (6.16). The eigenvalue is 

A' A' i?n*='- nn<'ï ï (6.24) ) 

i=i i=i 

Noww we turn to the factors that make up each term in the summation. There is a 
factorr rv  ̂ if the leftmost particle is a — particle at x — \. The amplitude A... is 
labelledd by the sequence of u ^ ' s and iV(i)'s; member i of this sequence is un  ̂ if 
particlee i is a -f particle, and tV(i) if it is a — particle. In other words, the amplitude 
AA...... is a function of the permutation n and of the pattern in which 4- particles and — 
particless alternate. Al l these amplitudes A are determined up to an overall factor 

by y 

(6.25) ) 

(6.26) ) 

(6.27) ) 

(6.28) ) 

A. A. 
A, A, 
A. A. 
A. A. 

A. A. 
A, A, 

.UiUj.UiUj  ... 

.UjUi-.. .UjUi-.. 

.ViVj... .ViVj... 

.VjV.VjVll... ... 

.UiVj... .UiVj... 

.VjU.VjUll... ... 

A-Vi... A-Vi... 

- 1 1 

- 1 1 

K-ViK-Vi  7 

iiïó) iiïó) 

VÏJ) VÏJ) 

(iïj) (iïj) 

wheree SUiV. and RVi are given by (4.12) and (6.8), respectively. These relations 
betweenn the amplitudes are consistent if the bulk tile weights satisfy (6.9). Finally 
theree is a factor u^',̂  for each + particle i and a factor v^,  ̂ for each — particle i. 

Notee that the solution is very similar to that given in Subsection 4.3.3 for periodic 
boundaryy conditions. The main differences are the occurrence of the factor rVv , 
andd the fact that symmetrisation is now over one set of BA variables (or particles) 
insteadd of two. 

Wee have not proved rigorously that the solution of the eigenvalue problem is 
correct,, but it has been verified by means of computer algebra for up to four particles 
nearr the boundary. 

6.2.77 Bethe Ansatz equation 

Considerr the square-triangle tiling in the lattice representation with a reflecting left 
boundaryy at x = 0 and a reflecting right boundary at x = L. In the previous three 
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subsectionss a Bethe Ansatz was formulated that diagonalises the transfer matrix 
whenn the right boundary is ignored. The (partial) eigenfunction, which satisfies 
(6.1)) for all states a where the particles are away from the right boundary, is given 
byy (6.23). A Bethe Ansatz for the model ignoring the left boundary follows by 
symmetry.. The weights have to satisfy (6.9), which is invariant under this symmetry, 
and d 

d°d°00 = d0d°, 

ddhh =0 or  dt - 0, 

thee analogues for the right boundary of (6.10) and (6.11). Analogously to (6.23) the 
(partial)) eigenfunction can be written 

^(particlee sequence) = V^ (r£ t if xn = L —  ̂J 

Thee meaning of the factors in the RHS is analogous to that in (6.23). The factor 
r^r^ , that occurs only if the rightmost particle is a + particle at x — L — | , is 
givenn by 

r ; bb = (dt + d°tZ1t2+u) [dt + (dh + d°tZ1 + d0t-
l)t2+u]~' . 

Thee amplitudes ^4... must satisfy (6.25)-(6.27) and, instead of (6.28), 

AA ... nL , 
ll

TT=Rt-=Rt- (6-30) 

Heree the right boundary is taken at x = L, and 

K bb = ( M - r 1 [dt + (dh+d°tzl+d0t~
l)tlu]. 

Whenn all particles are away from both boundaries, the solutions (6.23) and (6.29) 
agree.. Therefore they can be combined, yielding an eigenfunction for the square 
trianglee tiling model with both a reflecting left boundary at x = 0 and a reflecting 
rightt boundary at x — L: 

^(particlee sequence) - ^ C^MD i f Vi = \) \rZln)
 i f xn = L - | ) 

7T T 

xAxA-- n (< (oa n d^w) - (6-31) 
Thee amplitudes A... must then satisfy (6.25)-{6.27) and both (6.28) and (6.30). 
Considerr (i) a sequence of w's and t/s, starting at the very left with Ui, and the 
samee sequence with (ii) U{ moved to the very right, (iii ) Ui moved to the very right 
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andd replaced by V{, and (iv) Ui replaced by r,. Equations (6.25)-(6.27) imply the 
followingg two relations between the amplitudes Am.m of these four sequences: 

n f : 11 !orUj. (632) 
AAu u 

A.. A.. 

A_, A_, 

 U, 

.V-, .V-, SSUjViUjVi for u 

AAViVi...... - ^ 1 - 1 ioTVj nn \r ,Uj- <6-33' 
X ; MM — 1 tor Vi 

Twoo other relations between these four amplitudes are given by (6.28) and (6.30). 
Takingg the product of (6.28), (6.30), (6.32) and (6.33) (and using (6.21)) yields 

(-)) =Rv^Y[SUtVj. (6.34) 

Hencee the equations (6.25) (6.28) and (6.30) are consistent only if for each i the 
Bethee Ansatz equation (6.34) is satisfied. 

Considerr the substitutions (4.16). The condition (6.16), which is equivalent to 
T)T) = —£. enables the elimination of rj. The BAE (6.34) then becomes 

t+ t+ 

ss++ s s 

wheree we have introduced 

utut'"''"'  g^i-r-'p^UiSi + tj) (6-35) 
j = i i 

p(z)p(z) = \ ( ^ ) 2 z~l [Kt+'tz1 + (bh + &0*;1 + to:1) Z] 

xx [dtt-Hz1 + {dh + d°tZ1 + dot'1) z] , 

Thee eigenvalue expression (6.24) becomes 

n n 

A2=(M-)nn&--

Theree is a close relation between the BAEs (4.17) and (4.18) for periodic bound-
aryy conditions on one hand and (6.35) for reflecting boundaries on the other hand. 
Considerr periodic boundary conditions and let the system size be 2L (instead of L). 
Takee s+t- = s-t+ and n+ = n_ = n, and put rjj  — —£j. Then both (4.17) and 
(4.18)) take the form 

(^y\?(^y\?LL = (-)"-*  f[&  + Sj), (6-36) 

whichh differs from (6.35) only by the absence of the factor P{£,i)- Note that the 
functionn P(z) does not depend on the system size, particle number, or BA variables. 
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Thee boundary weights can be chosen such that P{z) = 1, so that (6.35) for those 
speciall  boundary conditions becomes identical to (6.36). 

Inn the thermodynamic limi t the BAE (6.35) can be turned into an integral equa-
tion.. We shall not describe this, but in Subsection 6.3.8 we shall give the analogous 
derivationn for the trimer model. 

6.2.88 Reflection equations 

Thee square triangle tiling with periodic boundary conditions was reviewed in Chap-
terr 4. Its transfer matrix can be diagonalised by means of a coordinate Bethe 
Ansatzz [86]. The square-triangle tiling can be viewed as a special limi t of the A2 

model.. This relation "explains" the integrability of the square-triangle tiling [43]. 
Inn particular, it shows the way to the introduction of a spectral parameter into the 
square-trianglee tiling and an ^-matrix, which then satisfy the Yang-Baxter equa-
tionn [41]. It is well-known that for a model satisfying that equation with an invertible 
iü-matrix,, two transfer matrices (differing by the value of the spectral parameter) 
commutee [8, 10]. 

Noww consider the square-triangle tiling with reflecting boundary conditions. A 
coordinatee Bethe Ansatz for this model was given above. We shall show for a special 
casee of the boundary weights that its transfer matrix belongs to a commuting family. 
Thee commutation of transfer matrices is intimately connected to the Yang-Baxter 
equation.. For models with boundaries the so-called reflection equation, a boundary 
analoguee of the Yang-Baxter equation, comes into play [23]. It is known that transfer 
matricess (with different values of the spectral parameter) of a model with boundaries 
commutee when its bulk weights satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation with an invertible 
i?-matrixx and its boundary weights satisfy the reflection equation [79, 13]. Because 
off  two minor technicalities the argument has to be modified slightly for the square 
trianglee tiling. 

Inn order to obtain a commuting family, firstly the transfer matrix of the square-
trianglee tiling with boundaries is represented in such a way that the spectral pa-
rameterr can be introduced. Secondly the needed variants of the reflection equation 
aree stated. Thirdly, the commutation of two transfer matrices is demonstrated. Fi-
nally,, solutions (for the weights of the boundary tiles) of the reflection equations 
aree given. These solutions contain cases of the boundary conditions from the Bethe 
Ansatzz described in the previous subsections. 

Spectrall  parameter  and reflection equations 

Thee transfer matrix with boundaries that was diagonalised above is shown in Fig-
uree 6.4. In order to introduce the spectral parameter from Section 4.5 into this trans-
ferr matrix, the bulk triangles have to be grouped into pairs as in (4.34) or (4.43). 
Thiss can be done in several ways, two of which are shown in Figure 6.5. The commu-
tationn proof given below works with the alternating structure given in Figure 6.5(b). 
Thee weight of the rhombic faces is given by (4.34) with (4.35)-(4.36) for the lower 
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Figuree 6.5: When introducing the spectral parameter u into the double layer of 
Figuree 6.4, there are two ways to group the triangular faces into pairs. There always 
remainss an unpaired face in each layer, (a) Double layer with homogeneous structure: 
thee layers have the same face-pair weights. The two odd triangles are at different 
boundaries,, (b) Double layer with alternating structure: the layers have different 
face-pairr weights. The two odd triangles are at the same boundary. 

layerr and by (4.43) with (4.44)-(4.45) for the upper layer. For u = 0 the square-
trianglee tiling is regained. The weights of the unpaired triangular faces and of the 
boundaryy faces will be given later, as solutions to the reflection equations. The 
thin-barr face that occurs in the double layer of Figure 6.4 is now omitted altogether, 
soo &h = 0 and d  ̂ = 0. We have not tried to prove commutation when these weights 
aree non-zero. 

Thee commutation proof uses the Yang-Baxter equations and inversion relations 
givenn in Section 4.5. There it was noted that the i?-matrix for the mixed case (4.48) 
iss not invertible. (This is the first minor technicality announced above.) Instead of 
ann inversion relation we shall need the existence of a fourth i?-matrix-like weight, 
dependentt on u and v, such that 

vv \ 
jj . (6.37) 

uu / 

Inn order to prove commutation of transfer matrices, we assume that the weights of 
thee boundary faces satisfy reflection equations. For the left boundary, we have the 
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usuall  reflection equation [79, 13] 

whichh by (4.47) is equivalent to 

(6.38) ) 

Forr the right boundary, the odd triangular faces have to be taken into account. 
(Thiss is the second minor technicality announced above.) We shall use the following 
modificationn of the reflection equation: 

(6.39) ) 

Al ll  the ingredients for the commutation proof are now ready. 
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Commutat ionn proof 

Thee product T2(v)T2(u) of two transfer matrices is represented pictorially by 

Byy (6.37) this is equal to 

Repeatedd application of the Yang-Baxter equation (4.48) moves the i?-matrix to the 
leftt and exchanges the rhombic faces in the middle two rows, which gives 
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Moree i?-matrices are introduced by means of the inversion relations (4.42) and (4.47), 
yielding g 

Repeatedd application of the Yang-Baxter equation (4.41) moves an /^-matrix through 
thee lower two rows and exchanges their rhombic faces. Repeated application of (4.46) 
doess the same for the upper two rows. This gives 

Byy the reflection equation (6.38) this equals 

Repeatedlyy applying the Yang-Baxter equation (4.48) again moves the -R-matrix at 
thee left back to the right and exchanges the rhombic faces of the middle two rows, 
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yielding g 

Finallyy by the modified reflection equation (6.39) this is equal to 

whichh represents the product T2(u)T2(v). 
I tt has now been shown that two transfer matrices as described by Figure 6.5(b) 

withh different spectral parameter commute when the boundary weights satisfy cer-
tainn relations. For the left boundary the weight of the boundary face must sat-
isfyy (6.38). For the right boundary the weights of the boundary face and of the 
unpairedd triangular faces must satisfy (6.39) and (6.37). We have not attempted to 
solvee these equations systematically, but we have been able to find a solution for the 
leftt and for the right boundary. 
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Solutionn for  the left boundary 

Forr the left boundary the following set of weights forms a solution of (6.38), provided 
thatt the bulk weights satisfy (6.9): 

wQt)wQt) = 1, 

Mll  o) =Pl, 

W(\°_)=P2, W(\°_)=P2, 

™(io)) =PlP2, 

W{{-)W{{-) =P3~ (pi +p2){s+S-)*{t+t-)-$U, 
ww([([ bba)a) = 0 for other values of a, b. 

Heree p\, p2 and p  ̂are kept fixed, that is, for each choice of these quantities one gets a 
familyy of commuting transfer matrices parametrised by u. The allowed face labellings 
coincidee with those given in Subsection 6.2.2 for the coordinate Bethe Ansatz. Recall 
thatt for u = 0 the bulk weights become those of the square-triangle tiling. For u = 0 
thee boundary weights given above agree with those from Subsection 6.2.2 if 

h=Pi,h=Pi, 6° =P2, b~ = p3 . 

Notee that the above solution to the reflection equation satisfies (6.22), a restriction 
thatt turned up in the coordinate Bethe Ansatz. 

Solutionn for  the righ t boundary 

Forr the right boundary we choose the weight of the unpaired triangular faces to be 
givenn by (4.35)-(4.36) for the up triangle and by (4.44)-(4.45) for the down triangle. 
Thenn (6.37) is satisfied when the right-hand weight in its LHS is given by 

ii  1 

11 1 J 

Wu,«(_+)) = s+ £ + f 5 , 

II  _ I 

-- — -
wwuu,,vv(_~)(_~) = s+slt_2v, 
wwu,v(u,v(aa'l'l )) = Öa.böd.c f° r other values of a, 6, c, d. 
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Thee following set of weights of the boundary face then form a solution to (6.39), 
againn provided that (6.9) is satisfied: 

== 1. 

== ( s + s _ t+ L ) < u 2 + q2U~ 2. 

== (s+ ,s_ £+ ^_)4u2 - q2u
 2, 

== 0 for other values of a. b. 

Whenn u —> 0 some of these weights diverge (unless q2 = 0 and q3 = 0), but the 
weightt of the plaquette 

tendss to a finite limit . Only when q2 — 0 and q-$ = 0 does the above solution of the 
reflectionn equation correspond for u = 0 to a special case of the weights given in 
Subsectionn 6.2.2. viz. 

d00 = 0, d°=0y dt=qi-

Solutionss of the reflection equation for An models have been studied by Frid-
kinn [38]. It would be interesting to see how the solutions for the A(

2 model relate to 
thee above solution for the square-triangle tiling. Actually, Fridkin uses the mapping 
off  the ^2 m°del to the square-triangle tiling to obtain a solution for the latter 
model.. However, it seems that his argument contains a subtle mistake and that the 
solutionss for the A2 model do not carry over to the square-triangle tiling. 

6.33 Trimer model 

6.3.11 Outline 

Inn the previous section the coordinate Bethe Ansatz for the square triangle tiling 
withh periodic boundary conditions, described in Section 4.3, was adapted to reflect-
ingg boundaries. In the present section we shall do the same for the trimer model, 
whosee Bethe Ansatz for periodic boundary conditions was described in Chapter 5. 
Inn the case of periodic boundary conditions, there is a great similarity between the 
Bethee Ansatz for the square-triangle tiling and that for the trimer model. However, 
forr the trimer model the form of the eigenfunction is more complicated. This is ap-
parentlyy related to the fact that the BA particles can be much closer to each other 

ww (+ 

w{w{++ _ _ 

u<(; ; 
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(c)) (e) (g) 

(b)) (d) (f) (h) 

Figuree 6.6: Tiles containing a lattice site that lies on the boundary are considered 
boundaryy tiles. Tiles (a) and (b) are bulk trimers near the boundary, while (c)-(h) 
aree boundary tiles. 

thann in the square-triangle tiling. Much the same is true for the case of reflecting 
boundaries.. The Bethe Ansatz for the trimer model, described below, is very similar 
too that for the square-triangle tiling, given in the previous section. The form of the 
eigenfunctionn is more complicated, especially when there are several BA particles 
closee to the boundary. The derivation follows the same steps as for the square-
trianglee tiling, outlined in Subsection 6.2.1. We also show how an integral equation 
cann be derived from the Bethe Ansatz equation in the thermodynamic limit . 

6.3.22 Boundary tiles 

Thee boundaries are chosen to be vertical lines through the centres of sub-lattice 0 
(andd 3) trimers. A boundary line contains sites of the triangular lattice. A tile 
iss defined to be a boundary tile if and only if it contains such a boundary site. 
Itt is understood that the allowed non-boundary tiles are precisely the triangular 
trimers.. For example, trimers (a) and (b) in Figure 6.6 are allowed (non-boundary) 
tiles.. We shall now describe which boundary tiles we allow. Only the left boundary is 
considered,, as the situation for the right boundary follows immediately by symmetry. 

Perhapss the most obvious candidates for boundary tiles are tiles (c)-(g) in Fig-
uree 6.6, obtained by clipping an ordinary trimer. Below we shall frequently refer to 
thee tiles depicted in this figure. In the absence of particles the bulk of the system is 
coveredd all with sub-lattice 0 trimers. There are two ways to fit tiles (c)-(g) to this, 
namelyy an array of (e) tiles only and an array of (f) tiles only. It wil l be seen below 
thatt the vacuum has all (e) tiles, whereas tile (f) implies the presence of a particle 
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Figuree 6.7: Tiles (c), (d) and (g) from Figure 6.6 violate particle conservation. Tile 
(c)) or tile (d) allows the creation of an R particle at the boundary. Tile (g) enables 
ann L particle to disappear from the system. 

att the boundary. Once tiles (e) and (f) are admitted, tiles (c), (d) and (g) must be 
excludedd because they violate particle number conservation, as shown in Figure 6.7. 

Thee tiles (e) and (f) cannot form a configuration in which an L particle hits the 
boundaryy and is reflected as an R particle. Therefore we introduce a new tile, shown 
inn Figure 6.6(h), that consists of a boundary site and the site horizontally adjacent 
too it. This tile enables the reflection of a particle at the boundary, see Figure 6.8(a). 
Ann L particle that reaches the left boundary can also stick to the boundary for 
aa number of lattice layers before leaving as an R particle, see Figure 6.8(b). In 
summary,, the tiles we allow at the boundary are (e), (f) and (h). 

Inn Subsection 5.2.3 each site of the triangular lattice (in the trimer model with 
periodicc boundary conditions) was labelled with a spin | or j according to whether 
thee trimer it belongs to lies in the layer above or below the site. This way of labelling 
extendss in an obvious way to the sites belonging to tiles (e) and (f), but tile (h) does 
nott naturally belong to either the lattice layer above its two sites or the lattice layer 
below.. We somewhat arbitrarily assign tile (h) to the layer below, so its sites bear 
thee label J.. When the sites are grouped in blocks of three as in Subsection 5.2.4, 
theree remains a two-site block at the left boundary in every second row of the lattice, 
ass shown in Figure 6.9. A counting argument analogous to that of Subsection 5.2.4 
showss that the number of particles is conserved between rows, where the particle 
contentt of the two-site blocks is given by Table 6.1. (Recall that the situation at 
thee right boundary follows by symmetry.) In particular, an array of sub-lattice 0 
trimerss bounded at the left by only (e) tiles or only (f) tiles yields all two-site blocks 
I tt (no particles) or all two-site blocks |T (o ne particle), respectively. 

Finallyy we define the Boltzmann weights of the boundary tiles. The weight of 
tiless (e), (f) and (h) will  be denoted by bo, b3 and 6h, respectively. The subscripts 0 
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Figuree 6.8: Tile (h) enables the reflection of a particle at the boundary. When tile 
(f)) is allowed as well, the particle being reflected can travel along the boundary. 

Tablee 6.1: The two-spin blocks at the left boundary. 

spins s 

IT T 
TT T 
U U 
U U 

particlee count 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 

andd 3 refer to the fact that these tiles can be regarded as halved sub-lattice 0 and 
sub-latticee 3 tiles. The weights of the mirror image tiles at the right boundary will 
bee denoted do, d$ and d^. 

6.3.33 Reduced transfer matrix 

Whenn there are no particles, the system is filled with tiles (e) at the left boundary, 
sub-lattice-00 trimers in the bulk, and mirror images of tile (e) at the right boundary. 
Likee in Subsection 5.3.1 the reduced transfer matrix for a lattice layer is defined as 
itss transfer matrix divided by its Boltzmann weight in this reference configuration. 
Ass pointed out (for the rhombus tiling model with periodic boundary conditions) 
inn Section 3.2, the rows of the lattice form an alternation of two row types, called 
AA and B. There are two types of lattice layers, each with its own transfer matrix, 
denotedd TAB and TBA- If the system size L is integer, one type of row (say A) 
consistss of L three-site blocks, while the other type (B) has a two-site block at the 
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Figuree 6.9: The sites of the triangular lattice with boundaries are grouped in blocks 
off  three in analogy to Figure 5.4. In each second row a two-site block remains at the 
leftt boundary, and the same is true of the right boundary. There are two alternating 
typess of rows, A and B (see also Section 3.2). (a) When the system size L is integer, 
onee type (A) contains L three-site blocks and the other type (B) contains two-site 
blockss at both boundaries and L — \ three-site blocks, (b) When the system size L is 
half-integer,, both types contain one two-site block and L — | three-site blocks. The 
two-sitee block is at the right boundary in one row type (A) and at the left boundary 
inn the other type (B). 

leftt boundary, L — 1 three-site blocks, and a two-site block at the right boundary. 
Thiss is shown in Figure 6.9(a). In the reference configuration a layer bounded by an 
AA row below and a B row above has weight WQ, while a layer with a B row at the 
bottomm and an A row on top has weight bow0 ~ do. The reduced transfer matrices 
are e 

TABTAB =TAB/WQ, 

TBATBA = T B A / {bo^o ~1d0) • 

Iff  L is half-integer, one type of row (say A) has L — \ three site-blocks and at the 
rightt boundary a two-site block, while the other type (say B) has a two-site block 
att the left boundary and L — \ three-site blocks, see Figure 6.9(b). In this case the 
reducedd transfer matrices are 

TABB = TAB/ \W0
 2do) . 

TBAA = TBA/ (bQw0
 2J. 
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Notee that 
TABTBATABTBA = Ï A B ^ B A / {bowlL~ld0) 

forr both integer and half-integer values of L. 
Inn the next four subsections the reduced transfer matrix shall be diagonalised. 

Wee follow the same procedure as for the square-triangle tiling, outlined at the end 
off  Subsection 6.2.3. First we consider only the behaviour of particles at the left 
boundary.. That restricted eigenvalue problem is solved for subsequently one, two, 
andd arbitrarily many particles, in Subsections 6.3.4-6.3.6. The case of particles at 
thee right boundary follows immediately by symmetry. In Subsection 6.3.7 the left-
boundaryy and the right-boundary solution are combined into an eigenfunction for 
thee system with boundaries on both sides. 

6.3.44 One particle 

Considerr particles reflecting at the left boundary, which for convenience is taken 
att x = 0. The reflection of particles at the right boundary (at x — L) is fully 
analogous.. First consider the case that there is only one particle. The typical 
evolutionn of this system is shown in Figure 6.8. When the particle is an L particle 
inn the bulk, it moves freely until it reaches the left boundary. It can then travel 
alongg that boundary for an arbitrary time (an arbitrary number of lattice layers, 
thatt is). Then it leaves the boundary as an R particle and moves freely through the 
bulk.. This is similar to the evolution of one L particle and one R particle without 
boundaries,, described in Subsection 5.3.3. There the particles move freely until they 
meet.. They then form a bound state that can persist for an arbitrary time. After 
thee bound state falls apart the particles again move freely through the bulk. 

Forr the one-particle system with reflecting left boundary the transfer matrix is 
givenn by 

TORj,)TORj,) = ^ ( R i , - I ) if J/ > 1, (6.40) 

(ftf)( RR §) = ^ ( U 0), (6.41) 

(TV0(UU 0) = % ( L I ) . (6.42) 
bo"-""bo"-"" 2 2 

ww5 5 ( 7 » (LL I ) = 63<HTT 0) + - ^ ( L 1), (6.43) 
WWQ Q 

(TtyXTTT 0) = - ^ ( L i ) , (6.44) 

(Tt/i)(Lï )) = ^ ( L x + i ) \ix>\. (6.45) 
Wo Wo 

Forr the three-spin blocks the particle interpretation from Table 5.1 has been used. 
Thee two-spin blocks that occur at the boundary have been written in full because 
wee have not yet introduced their particle interpretation. 
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Wee want to solve the eigenvalue problem Tip = A?/,\ It is satisfied for (6.40)-
(6.42)) by 

VV(R(R y) = Avv
v, 

V(llV(ll  0) = Av 

with h 
AA = HÜ t r è. (6.46) 

WW0 0 

Itt is satisfied for (6.44)~(6.45) by 

ip(Lip(L x) = Auu
x if x > 1, 

i){hi){h  \) = ruAuu
lï, 

i>(TTT o) = AruAu 

with h 
AA = ^ u * , (6.47) 

U'o o 

where e 

r„„  = (l-^i u-'V\ (6.48) 

AA = ^ . (6.49) 

Thee eigenvalue equation is then also satisfied for (6.43) if the equations (6.46) and 
(6.47)) agree, 

—u-22 = — v 2, (6.50) 
WQWQ WQ 

andd the amplitudes Av and Au are related by (6.7) with 

&oo ^5 \ b0w\ J bQ w5 \ b0 w\ 
RvRv vv\\ = ^ h _ ^ q u - i ] . (6.51) 

Thiss suggests to interpret the two-spin blocks j l and | | as the presence at x — 0 
off  an R particle and an L particle, respectively. The one-particle eigenfunction 
describedd above then takes the form 

AAuuuuxx if x > 1, 

JLL  yJT.'yZ i I I  X — ö j 

ArAruuAAuuuuxx if x = 0. 

Notee that this is very similar to the form of the eigenfunction described at the end 
off  Subsection 5.3.3 for one L particle and one R particle without boundaries. The 
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collisionn of a partiele with the boundary (described above) is comparable with the 
collisionn of an L particle and an R particle (described in Subsection 5.3.3). This 
mayy be regarded as some justification for the choice of particle interpretation of 
thee two-spin blocks. It is also similar to the form of the one-particle eigenfunction 
off  the transfer matrix for the square-triangle tiling with a reflecting left boundary, 
describedd in Subsection 6.2.4. 

6.3.55 Two particles 

Againn consider a reflecting left boundary (at x = 0) but now let there be two 
particless instead of one. Many features of the evolution of this system are also found 
inn other systems that have been described already. When both particles are away 
fromm the boundary, the situation is essentially the same as with periodic boundary 
conditions,, described in Section 5.3. When one particle is near the boundary and the 
otherr is sufficiently far away, the former particle evolves as described in the previous 
subsection,, while the latter particle moves freely. The situation that both particles 
aree near the boundary is new; it involves the two-spin block f J. which we interpret 
ass LR. This completes the list of boundary blocks and their particle interpretation, 
seee Table 6.2. 

Tablee 6.2: Particle interpretation of the left-boundary two-spin blocks. 

spins s 
I T T 
TT T 
I I I 
TI I 

particles s 
none e 

L L 
R R 

LR R 

Inn the previous subsection the transfer matrix for one particle with reflecting 
leftt boundary was given by equations (6.40)-(6.45). In the same way the transfer 
matrixx for two particles with reflecting boundaries is given by sixteen equations. 
Wee try to find a solution to the eigenvalue equation Tip — Xi}) by merging on one 
handd the solution for many particles and periodic (or no) boundaries described in 
Subsectionn 5.3.5 and on the other hand the solution for one particle with a reflecting 
boundaryy described in the previous subsection. The solution we obtained is: 

^ (R i / i , RR ïfc) = AVlV2v\xvf +Av^vfv\2, 

ip(Lip(L z i ,R y2) = 

AA iiXliiV2 4-

•** Ul-^UlV2
Ul v2 ' 

AA nXlitV2 

r„A r„A «22 " 2 ^ 1 " 2 
,,xxlr,,y2 lr,,y2 

ATAT A itXlny'-
jLA1jLA1 U2^iu2vi a2 u\ 

kk ^u i v2Al Ui -Aui v-2
Ui  v2 "^ &u2vi AL U 2 AU2Vl W2 V\' 

iff x\ > 1, 

iff x\ = i . 

iff £1 = 0 and ?/2 > 1, 

iff xi — 0 and y2 = 0, 
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AAVlU2VlU2v\v\llv%>v%> + AV2Ulvfu  ̂ if x2 >yi+2, 

ip(Rip(R j/ i, L x2) = { BViU2AVlU2vflU22 + BV2UlAV2Ulv
y
2
lux

l
2 if x2 = y\ + 1, 

^ r ^ A ^ u ? 1 ^ 22 +^rU 2A U 2 U l W2 ,uf ifx i - 0 . 

Thiss eigenfunction is very similar to that for the square-triangle tiling, described in 
Subsectionn 6.2.5. We shall describe the factors that make up the above eigenfunction 
expressions.. Firstly. ut and v% are related by (6.50) and the eigenvalue is 

u!rr  i i w\ — i — i 
A = Z 2 U 1 2 " 22 = - 2 ^ 1 2 ^ 2 2 -

Secondly,, the amplitudes A., are defined up to a common factor by (6.17)-(6.20), 
withh SUiv given by (5.20) and RVi by (6.51). Just as in Subsection 6.2.5 these 
relationss are consistent if and only if (6.21) holds. By (5.20) and (6.50) this is 
equivalentt to 

w\ww\w22 —  (6.52) 

Thirdly,, the factors BViUjl D, rUl and A are given by (5.18), (5.19), (6.48) and 
(6.49),, respectively. The particle sequence LR at the boundary, which corresponds 
too the new two-spin block | |, has an extra factor 

ww22 fw4 _! w2 \ _ 1
 ( 

EEUlUlv,v, = —Vj [ — u t -\ Vj . (6.53) 

(Duee to the symmetrisation there is some freedom in the choice of EUiVj: only the 
combinationn EUiVj + EUjVi matters.) 

6.3.66 Arbitrary particle number 

Inn the previous subsection, a solution was given of the transfer-matrix eigenvalue 
problemm for two particles with a reflecting left boundary. This solution is easily 
generalisedd to an arbitrary number n of particles. That many-particle solution has 
thee form 

^(particlee sequence) = / J TT (E... and A and T .) TT (D and £?...) 
IT IT 

Thee RHS of this equation is to be understood as follows. As usual, the particles are 
numberedd 1, 2, . . ., n from left to right and their coordinates are denoted by X{ for 
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ann L partiele and yi for an R partiele. The Bethe Ansatz variables ut and vi for 
eachh i are related by (6.50) and the eigenvalue is 

LlLl  w0
 LLw0

l 

1=11=1 1=1 

Thee summation is over all permutations n of {1, 2 , . . ., n}. Each term is the product 
off  several factors. Firstly there are factors associated with certain particle configu-
rationss near the boundary. If the particle sequence starts L | , . . ., in other words if 
xixi — | , there is a factor -Tu„ (1)- If the sequence starts L 0, . . ., or x\ = 0, there is 
aa factor ArUw . If it starts L 0,R 0, or xi — 0 and y2 = 0, there is also a factor 
EEUnUn t,v . Secondly there are factors for certain bulk particle configurations. For 
eachh segment R t/i,L Xi+\ with xi+ i = yi + 1 there is a factor BVit{i)Uw{i+l) . For each 
suchh segment with Xj+i = y% there is a factor DBViv Uiv . These factors for bulk 
particlee configurations are the same as in the periodic-boundary solution. Thirdly 
comess the amplitude A..., defined by the sequence of u ^^ 's and iV(i)'s. These am-
plitudess are defined up to an overall factor by (6.25) (6.28), with SUiVj and Ri given 
byy (5.20) and (6.51), respectively. These equations are consistent if the bulk tile 
weightss satisfy (6.52). Finally there is a factor « ^ \ for each L particle i and i r ^ 
forr each R particle i. 

Notee that the solution is very similar to that given in Subsection 5.3.5 for periodic 
boundaryy conditions. The factors £"..., A and r occur only in the eigenfunction 
forr reflecting boundaries. 

Usingg computer algebra we have verified this solution for n < 4. 

6.3.77 Bethe Ansatz equation 

Inn the previous subsections a Bethe Ansatz was formulated that diagonalises the 
transferr matrix of the trimer model with a reflecting left boundary. Exactly in the 
samee way as described for the square-triangle tiling in Subsection 6.2.7, a solution 
cann be obtained for the system with reflecting boundaries on both sides. That 
eigenfunctionn has the form 

^(particlee sequence) = £ ] JJ (E- a nd A a nd r-) I I (E^ a nd ^ a nd r - b ) 
71" " 

x n ^ a n d B . . . ) A . . . n ( < Wa n d < w ) --

Wee shall not dwell on the meaning of the RHS, as it follows immediately from 
thee analogy with (6.31) and (6.54). The amplitudes A  ̂ must satisfy (6.25)-(6.27) 
andd both (6.28) and (6.30). Here Su%Vj is given by (5.20), RVi by (6.51), and its 
right-boundaryy analogue RT£ by 

bb _ d^wo L _ <h_^o - I V = ^h^o / _ ^3^0 V 
dd00 wi V do vol ) do wi V d0 w\ ) 
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Thee conditions on the amplitudes are consistent only if the BAE (6.34) is satisfied. 
Byy (6.52) the substitutions (5.30) employed in the periodic-boundary case can 

bee written 

ww3 3 

WQ WQ 

Wr Wr 
and d vv = 

wt wt 

WQ WQ 

WW3 3 
hv->. hv->. 

JJ55 \ "-"3  / "-" 0 

Thee condition (6.50) is equivalent to £ = —77, so 77 can be eliminated. The expression 
(5.20)) for Su v then becomes 

c c 

Thee BAE (6.34) can be written 

ww00ww22ww44\\
22 & + £j 

wiwwiw33ww55)) £i£j - 1 

((WW00WWAALL (u>lW3W5\*
n
 2L _ ,_,n-lp(e \f\r-l  & + Si (6.56) ) 

J'=I I 

where e 

P(z)P(z) = 
1 1 W Q W 3 3 bhd bhd h «h h 

22 \W1W2W4W5J ÖQ Ô 
z{z-l)(zz{z-l)(z + l) 

WQ WQ 

600 \w3 

dd33 fw0 

dd00 \W3 

Thee eigenvalue (6.55) of the reduced transfer matrix becomes 

AA = W3_ W3_ 

WQ WQ 
L i = ll J 

(Recalll  that the eigenvalues of the non-reduced transfer matrices TAB and TBA are 
regainedd by multiplying with the reference-state layer weights discussed in Subsec-
tionn 6.3.3.) 

Ass with the square-triangle tiling, the BAEs (5.31) and (5.32) for periodic bound-
aryy conditions are closely related to the BAE (6.56) for reflecting boundaries. 

6.3.88 Integral equation 

Forr the ground state in the thermodynamic limit , the BAE (6.56) can be turned into 
ann integral equation, that can be solved by the monodromy method of Kalugin [54]. 
Thee whole derivation is almost identical to that for periodic boundary conditions, 
thatt was given in full detail in Section 5.5. Therefore we treat the case of reflecting 
boundariess only very sketchily. 

Introducee p = n/L and 

0 = 22 (3/ i° ~ 2  ̂ + ^3 - 2^5) + -p (-A*o + Vl ~ A*2 + A*3 ~ M4 + P5) • 

file:///f/r-l
file:///W1W2W4W5
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Thee logarithmic version of (6.56) is 

2LF(£i)2LF(£i) = {n- 1)TIÏ (mod 2?ri) 

where e 

F(z)F(z) = logz - ^ £ N ( 2 + & ~ lo^z ~ C1 ) ] + ^ + ^ X > 8 & - 2Z ^gP(z). 
t = ii  i = i 

Thee derivative of this function is 

r ,, , 1 1 v ^ / 1 1 \ 1 P'(z) 

Inn the thermodynamic limit the last term in the RHS vanishes. When the roots & 
formm a curve E and there are no holes, 

2L[F( fc+ i ) -F( fc) ]=27r i, , 

thee sum in (6.57) can be replaced with an integral, 

™™ = \-hJA-£i-7^)™*-  (6-58) 
Itt follows from this integral equation that zf(z) is invariant under z i—> —z-1. 
Substitutingg z = z — z"~: and #(z) = zf(z) transforms (6.58) into 

0(i)) = l + - L f *g(i)di 
27rll JÊ £ + Z 

Introducingg g~{z) = g(—z) we can write this as 

11 /" 1 
5(2)) = 1 + — / r 5-(T?) dfj 

or,, equivalently, 

Thesee equations are identical to (5.64) and (5.65) with H = -E. Therefore the 
monodromyy method employed in Section 5.5 to determine gi,(z) and <?R(Z) can also 
bee used to compute g{z) and g~{z). The method requires that the contours E and 
—HH share their end points but meet nowhere else. This condition means that the 
endd points b (in the complex upper half plane) and b but no other points of E lie 
onn the imaginary axis. The outcome of the computation is 

g{z)g{z) = t + t~l 

with h 
1 1 

zz — b \ 
t t 

Thee function g(z) has —^ as its only branch cut and the appropriate branch is 
determinedd by t = e71"1/3 for z = 00. 
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6.44 Conclusion 
Earlierr a coordinate Bethe Ansatz was given for the square-triangle tiling (Chap-
terr 4) and for the trimer model (Chapter 5) with periodic boundary conditions. In 
thiss chapter we have adapted this to reflecting boundaries. By "reflecting bound-
aries""  we mean that the forward and backward sloping domain walls touch the 
boundariess like rays of light reflected by a mirror. (No domain walls can originate or 
terminatee at the boundaries, so the total number of forward and backward sloping 
domainn walls is a conserved quantity.) The Bethe Ansatz for periodic boundary 
conditionss respects the left right symmetry between the two domain-wall types. 
Remarkably,, both for square-triangle tiling and the trimer model the modification 
forr reflecting boundaries only works when the bulk weights satisfy an additional 
left-rightt symmetry constraint. 

Forr the square triangle tiling the Bethe Ansatz for reflecting boundaries is con-
nectedd to the reflection equations. Generally, the reflection equations (together with 
thee Yang Baxter equation and the inversion relation) can be used to prove commu-
tationn of double transfer matrices. For the square-triangle tiling a modification of 
thee standard reflection equations has to be used, for two reasons. Firstly, the model 
hass a singular iï-matrix. Secondly, the model is defined on the triangular lattice 
whereass the usual reflection equations work with the square lattice; transforming 
thee triangular lattice into a square lattice by pairwise combining triangular faces 
intoo squares leaves unpaired faces at one or both boundaries. 

Wee have found solutions of the modified reflection equations, so for those bound-
aryy weights the double transfer matrix of the square-triangle tiling belongs to a 
commutingg family. Note that the Bethe Ansatz found for the square-triangle tiling 
wil ll  also work for the other members of that family, since commuting operators have 
thee same eigenvectors. The Bethe Ansatz treats the two boundaries equivalently, 
butt this left right symmetry is absent in the reflection equations and their solutions. 
Thee proof that the double transfer matrix of the square triangle tiling belongs to a 
commutingg family imposes a restriction on the left-boundary weights and a different 
restrictionn on the right-boundary weights. 

Reflectionn equations for the square-triangle tiling and their solutions have also 
beenn studied by Fridkin [38], but his computations seem to contain a subtle error. 
Forr the trimer model no solution to the Yang-Baxter equation is known, so there is 
noo reflection equation to study. 

Thee Bethe Ansatz equations for reflecting boundaries are very similar to those for 
periodicc boundary equations, and the same holds for the resulting integral equations. 
Itt would be interesting to see if the surface critical exponents could be extracted, 
butt we have not taken up that challenge. 
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6.AA Derivation of the two-particl e eigenfunction 
forr  the square—triangle tilin g 

Considerr two particles in the square-triangle tiling in the lattice representation with 
(att x — 0) a reflecting left boundary. The eigenfunction of the transfer matrix of 
thiss system was presented without proof in Subsection 6.2.5. In this appendix a 
derivationn of that eigenfunction is given. In particular, the conditions (6.9)-(6.11) 
aree obtained. 

Thee reduced double transfer matrix of the system is given by the following four-
teenn equations: 

(rV)(ee yu e y2) = tiv(e !,i - i, e 3,2 -1) if j/i > §, (6.59) 
( fV)( ee f ,e y2) = tii>{e  ^ e 3/2 -1) 

++ ( M - + M*-V>( © 5 , e y2 - i ) , (6.60) 

(ff  V ) ( e I e 3/2) = blt2_r/>{®  l e s / a - l) 

++  b°t+t2_iP(® § ,0 3/2-1) if 3/2 > |. (6.6i; 

(f 2v)(ee | ,e §) = &°s_t+t_v(e §,© |) 

2 '' ^ 2-
iWf f l l 

2"" ^ 2 ++ (6hö°i_ + ö°) M-<K© è " 3 

++ fe;t^(e i e §), (6.62) 
(T2^)(ee | ,e §) = &°s_M-<Ke ® |) 

++ (6h6° _̂ + b°0) s-t+xp{® | ,e §) 

,22 + 2 
( r » ( ©© x!,Qy2) = r+ttip{(B Xl + l ,e y2 - i) 
(rVX ©© a;i»e 3/2) = s_4t_^(ei/2 - 1 , © xi + 2) 

++ 8+t+ti\p(Gy2 - 2, © xi + i; 

iff  3/2 > xi + 3, 

iff  3/2 = xi + 2 

(6.63) ) 

(6.64) ) 

andd xi > |, and if 3/2 = X\ + 1 and xi > |, (6.65) 

( T 2 ^ ) ( ©© §,e |) = s-t\t-ij}{e §,© |; 

++  s+t+t2_\i>(e i,© |) 

++ ( M - + M « + M - ^ ( © i,® | ) , (6.66) 

(f 2^)(©© i , e §) = s_^t_^(© §,© |) 

++  s+t+t2_^{e £,© §) 
++  (bht- + b0)s+t+t-ip(e i ,® | ) , (6.67) 
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(f2^)(©© i , e D = s-t\t-i){e © §) 

++ (M_ + M s-*+^(© i , © |) 

++ b ;s +t+^ (e §,© | ), 

( T 2 ^ ) ( ee 2/1,0 32) = t + i 2 _ ^ ( 9 yi - l , © x 2 + l ) if 2/i > | , 

( rV) ( ee §,© x2) = t\t2_ti){e \, @ x2 +1) 

++ (bht- + b0) t
2
+t-ip{e i , © x2 + 1), 

( f 2 0 ) (©© i , © 3 2) = 6 ° i + ^ (© | , © I 2 + 1) 

++ 6 + t ^ (e §,0 x2 + i), 

( f 2V')(©© a:i,© 2:2) = * i ^ ( © ari + 1,© x2 + 1). 

(6.68) ) 

(6.69) ) 

(6.70) ) 

(6.71) ) 

(6.72) ) 

Wee want to solve the usual eigenvalue problem 

ff22^  ̂ = A2v>. (6.73) 

Ratherr than aiming for the general solution, we look for eigenfunctions ip that, when 
bothh particles are far away from the boundary, have the same form as the Bethe 
Ansatzz eigenfunction for the periodic-boundary case. In particular, we assume that 

^(©© l / i , 6 2/2) = AVlV2v\xv  ̂ + AV2Vlv%*v\2 if 2/1 is sufficiently large, (6.74) 

•0(©© an, © X2) = AUlU2u
:[ lu2

2 + AU2Ulu2
lu*2 if an is sufficiently large, (6.75) 

wheree AUlU2 and AU2Ul are related by (6.17), and AVlV2 and AV2Vl by (6.18). By 
(6.73)) and (6.72) it follows from (6.75) that the eigenvalue satisfies 

AA = t+U\U2 

andd that (6.15) holds for all an and x2. 
Fromm this it follows by (6.73) and (6.71) that (6.14) holds for y\ — \ and all x2. 

Heree Vi is related to Ui by (6.16), and AViUj is connected to AUiUj by (6.20) with RVi 

givenn by (6.8). It then follows by (6.73) and (6.70) that (6.14)'holds for yx = § and 
alll 2:2- Next it follows by (6.73) and (6.69) that (6.14) holds for all 2/1 and all x2. 

Similarlyy it then follows by (6.73) and (6.64)-(6.67) that (6.13) holds for all x\ 
andd all 2/2 except (an,2/2) = ( | , §)• Here AUiVj is connected to AVjUi by (6.19), with 
SSUiVjUiVj  given by (4.12). It follows by (6.73), (6.68) and (6.17) that (6.13) holds for 
(^1,2/2)) = (£,§) as well. 

Noww it follows by (6.73) and (6.61) that (6.12) holds for yx = \ and all y2 > | . 
Heree AViVj is connected to AUiVj by (6.20). However, it follows by (6.73) and (6.62) 
that t 

1 55 i - - -
1p\Q1p\Q 2 ' ® 2 ) = v l -^Vl^ï^l ^2 ^ ' Uj^WaUi^ ^1 

++ s_tlh2_(b°0 - 60 b ° ) K èu | - uf u~h)AUlU2 
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andd by (6.73) and (6.63) that 

V ( ©© 2 ' ® 2 ' — v i - ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ ! V2 ' * W2-^^2V i  V2 Vl 

+ + S-t-S-t-33(b(b00
QQ-bob-bob00)()(UlUl*u!-u*u*u!-u*u 22*) *) 

11 , 1 

++  s_t+ t-bhb+ {ul
 2u$ — uf u2

 2) -^i-l ii  111 2 ' 

Thereforee (6.12) holds for (2/1,3/2) = (|5 f) and (3/1,3/2) = (is §) ^ a n^ o nl y ^ t n e 

weightss 6Q, 60 and 6° satisfy (6.10) and &h and 6+ satisfy (6.11). It next follows by 
(6.73)) and (6.59) and (6.60) that (6.74) holds only if (6.10) and (6.11) are satisfied. 
Iff  that is the case, (6.12) holds for all 3/1 and 3/2. 

Startingg out from (6.75) and (6.17) we have computed the whole eigenfunction 
off  the reduced double transfer matrix T2. In order for the eigenfunction to satisfy 
(6.74),, we had to assume (6.10) and (6.11). The eigenfunction is for all values of the 
particlee coordinates given by (6.12)-(6.15), where the amplitudes A... are related by 
(6.17),, (6.19) and (6.20). Combining these relations shows that (6.18) holds only if 
(6.21)) is satisfied. By (4.12) and (6.16) this condition is equivalent to (6.9). 




